ABSTRACT. We prove that the Hessians of nonzero partial derivatives of the (homogenous) multivariate Tutte polynomial of any matroid have exactly one positive eigenvalue on the positive orthant when 0 ă q ď 1. Consequences are proofs of the strongest conjecture of Mason and negative dependence properties for q-state Potts model partition functions.
INTRODUCTION
Several conjectures have been made regarding unimodality and log-concavity of sequences arising in matroid theory. Only recently have some of these been solved using combinatorial Hodge theory [AHK18, HSW18] . A conjecture that has resisted the approach of [AHK18] is the strongest conjecture of Mason regarding independent sets in a matroid [Mas72] . The purpose of this paper is to give a self-contained proof of the strongest conjecture avoiding, but inspired by, Hodge theory. We prove that the Hessian of the homogenous multivariate Tutte polynomial (or the q-state Potts model partition function) of a matroid has exactly one positive eigenvalue on the positive orthant when 0 ă q ď 1. In a forthcoming paper we will take a more general approach and see that the results proved in this paper fit into a wider context 1 .
Let n be an integer larger than 1, and let M be a matroid on rns " t1, . . . , nu. Mason [Mas72] offered the following three conjectures of increasing strength. Several authors studied correlations in matroid theory partly in pursuit of these conjectures [SW75, Wag08, BBL09, KN10, KN11].
Conjecture. For any n-element matroid M and any positive integer k,
where I k pMq is the number of k-element independent sets of M.
1 In related forthcoming papers, Anari, Liu, Gharan and Vinzant have independently developed methods that overlap with our work. In particular, they also prove Mason's conjecture (3).
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Conjecture (1) was proved in [AHK18] , and Conjecture (2) was proved in [HSW18] . Note that Conjecture (3) may be written
and the equality holds when all pk`1q-subsets of rns are independent in M. Conjecture (3) is known to hold when n is at most 11 or k is at most 
where the sum is over all k-element subsets A of rns. We define the homogeneous multivariate Tutte polynomial of M by
which is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n in w " pw 0 , w 1 , . . . , w n q. When w 0 " 1, the funtion Z M agrees with the partition function of the q-state Potts model, or the random cluster model [Pem00, Sok05, Gri06] . The Hessian of Z M is the matrix
When w P R n`1 ą0 , the largest eigenvalue of H ZM is simple and positive by the Perron-Frobenius theorem. We prove the following analogue of the Hodge-Riemann relations for Z M . Theorem 1. The Hessian of Z M has exactly one positive eigenvalue for all w P R n`1 ą0 and 0 ă q ď 1.
It follows that the Hessian of log Z M is negative semidefinite on R n`1 ě0 , and hence log Z M is concave on R n`1 ě0 when 0 ă q ď 1 [AGV, Lemma 2.7]. We deduce Theorem 1 from the following more precise statement. Let c " pc 0 , c 1 , . . . , c n q be a sequence of n`1 positive real numbers. We say that c is strictly log-concave if Theorem 1 can be deduced from Theorem 2 for α " 0 by approximating the constant sequence 1 by strictly log-concave sequences. Theorem 2 will be proved by induction on the degree of
. For undefined matroid terminologies, see [Oxl11] .
Lemma 3. Let A " pa ij q n i,j"1 be a symmetric matrix with at least one positive eigenvalue. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) A has exactly one positive eigenvalue.
(2) For any u, v P R n with u T Au ą 0, pu T Avq 2 ě pu T Auqpv T Avq.
(3) There is a vector u P R n with u T Au ą 0, such that pu T Avq 2 ě pu T Auqpv T Avq for all v P R n .
Proof. Since A has a positive eigenvalue, (2) implies (3).
If (3) holds, then A is negative semidefinite on the hyperplane tv P R n | u T Av " 0u. Since A has a positive eigenvalue, Cauchy's interlacing theorem implies (1).
Assume (1), u T Au ą 0, and that u and v are linearly independent. Let Qpwq " w T Aw. The discriminant ∆ of the polynomial t Þ Ñ Qptu`vq is pu T Avq
Q is positive on the plane spanned by u and v. This contradicts the fact that A has exactly one positive eigenvalue, by Cauchy's interlacing theorem. Hence ∆ ě 0, and (2) follows.
Lemma 4. Theorem 2 holds when the degree of B α Z M,c is two.
Proof. It is enough to consider the case
M{i , where M{i is the contraction of M by i. We need to prove that the Hessian of the quadratic form
is nonsingular and has exactly one positive eigenvalue. By contraction, we may assume that S " H and k " 0. Write Qpwq " w T Aw, where 2A " H Q . We prove that the inequality in the third statement of Lemma 3 is satisfied with strict inequality whenever u " p1, 0, . . . , 0q T , and v P R n`1 is not a multiple of u. From this follows that A is nonsingular and has exactly one positive eigenvalue. In other words, we will prove,
Let E 0 be the set of loops in E, and let E 1 , E 2 , . . . , E be the parallel classes of M. By the change of variables w j Ñ qw j for all non-loops j, we get Z 1 M " e 1 pEq and
M " e 2 pEq´p1´qqpe 2 pE 1 q`¨¨¨`e 2 pE qq,
where e k pU q denotes the degree k elementary symmetric polynomial in the variables indexed by U Ď E.
We prove (a) for t " 1 with ą replaced by ě. Moreover, we prove that if Z Note that for q " 1 the desired inequality is an instance of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:
By (b), the inequality therefore reduces to the case when e 2 pE 1 q`¨¨¨`e 2 pE q ă 0. By monotonicity in q it suffices to consider the case q " 0. Then the inequality reduces to
which follows from (c). Suppose Z 1 M pwq " 0 for w ‰ 0. It remains to prove Z 2 M pwq ă 0. Since e 1 pEq " 0 and w ‰ 0, it follows from the identity e 1 pEq 2 " 2e 2 pEq`ř n i"1 w 2 i that e 2 pEq ă 0. Again the proof reduces to the case when e 2 pE 1 q`¨¨¨`e 2 pE q ă 0, by (b). We have already proved that Z We prepare the proof of Theorem 2 with a lemma.
Lemma 5. Let F be a degree d homogeneous polynomial in Rrw 0 , w 1 , . . . , w n s. If w P R n`1 ą0 and H BiF pwq has exactly one positive eigenvalue for each i " 0, 1, . . . , n, then
Proof. We fix w P R n`1 ą0 and write H F for H F pwq. We may suppose d ě 3. By Euler's formula for homogeneous functions,
and hence the kernel of H F contains the intersection of the kernels of H BiF .
For the other inclusion, let z be a vector in the kernel of H F . By Euler's formula again,
where e i is the i-th standard basis vector in R n`1 , and hence w T H BiF z " 0. We have w T H BiF w ą 0 because w P R n`1 ą0 and B i F has nonnegative coefficients. It follows that H BiF is negative semidefinite on the kernel of w T H BiF , by e.g. Lemma 3. In particular, z T H BiF z ď 0, with equality if and only if H BiF z " 0.
To conclude, we write zero as the positive linear combination
Since every summand in the right-hand side is non-positive by the previous analysis, we must have z T H BiF z " 0 for every i, and hence H BiF z " 0 for each i.
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is by induction on the degree m of F " B α Z M,c . The case when m " 2 is Lemma 4. By relabeling the variables we may assume that w 0 , w 1 , . . . , w n are the active variables in F . Suppose the theorem is true when the degree of F is at most m, where m ě 2.
Suppose F has degree m`1. We first prove (i). By induction, the Hessian of any derivative of F is non-singular and has exactly one positive eigenvalue. Hence (i) for F follows from Lemma 5.
When q " 1, F has the form F " p ´1q!c ´1 e m`1 prnsq` !c e m prnsqw 0`1 2 p `1q!c `1 e m´1 prnsqw 2 0`¨¨¨.
If we choose c so that c i " 0 unless i P t ´1, u, c ´1 " 1{p ´1q! and c " 1{ !, then F is equal to the degree m`1 elementary symmetric polynomial in w 0 , w 1 , . . . , w n . The Hessian of F evaluated at the all ones vector is equal to a constant multiple of the matrix J n`1 , which has all diagonal entries equal to zero and all off-diagonal entries equal to 1. Clearly J n`1 is nonsingular and has exactly one positive eigenvalue. We may approximate c with a strictly log-concave positive sequence. This implies that that there is a strictly log-concave sequence c for which the Hessian of F is nonsingular and has exactly one positive eigenvalue when w " p1, . . . , 1q T and q " 1. Since (i) holds for all 0 ă q ď 1 and w P R n`1 ą0 , and (ii) holds for at least one choice of the parameters, by continuity of the eigenvalues, (ii) holds for all 0 ă q ď 1 and w P R n`1 ą0 .
Theorems 1 and 2 suggest that there is an algebraic structure satisfying the Poincaré duality and the hard Lefschetz theorem whose degree 1 Hodge-Riemann form is given by the Hessian of Z M . We refer to [Huh18] for a discussion of the one positive eigenvalue condition and the Hodge-Riemann relations.
CONSEQUENCES
We collect some corollaries of Theorem 2. It has been conjectured that the q-state Potts model should exhibit negative dependence properties when 0 ă q ď 1, see [Pem00, Sok05, Gri06,  
